
5 BEST VPNS FOR VIETNAM 

Whether you are planning a visit to Vietnam, or you live there, you need a good and safe VPN 

to protect your online activity, and get access to certain sites such as Facebook, Twitter, 

Blogger, Instagram, WordPress, and other websites that has been restricted, because of 

Vietnamese government’s unfriendly policies on internet use. 

Vietnam ranks about 173 out of 180 countries that have restricted, censored, and monitored 

the internet for various reasons, and the government controls all online activities, 

communication channels including the media.  

For this reason, any voice, idea, or suggestion that goes against the government or religion is 

considered a threat. Power has been given to the law enforcement agents in the country to 

detain, prosecute, and jail all offenders, just like it happened in 2016, whereby online activists 

and bloggers numbering about 35 were detained, and some of them jailed for more than 12 

years. 

The government has also banned political parties, human rights organizations, or websites that 

are against the government because the country is governed by the Communist party that sees 

the internet as a threat to their rule since it provides opportunities such as sharing of ideas and 

information to the people. 

If you are involved in anything offensive, your IP address will be used to capture your identity, 

and you will be severely dealt with. For this reason, if you do not want to be a victim, or have 

limited access to the internet, then you should adopt a VPN for use in Vietnam, which will 

protect your personal data, details of your activities and location, but be sure to choose the 

best one. 

Choosing a high-quality and the best VPN for Vietnam will give you many benefits such as  

 Bypassing the internet restrictions  

 Unlocking of sites  

 Unlocking of resources from any location  

 Hiding your IP address to allow access to restricted websites  

 Providing secure and safe communication  

 Fully encrypted internet. 

Using the best VPN for internet protection will encrypt your internet connection to give you a 

new online identity through the VPN server you’re using, so that, all your online activity cannot 

be traced back to you through your IP address, since the ISP server will not have the details of 

your activities on the websites you accessed.  

Without a good VPN, your location, online communications, IP address, and browsing activity 

are at risk. 



Summary of the Best VPNs  

The best VPNs that can be used successfully in Vietnam include: 

NordVPN: Using this VPN guarantees speed and security for all your online activities. 

ExpressVPN: This VPN service offers fast, blazing-speed, extra security, with no restrictions. 

CyberGhostVPN: If you need the highest possible speed with unlimited bandwidth and traffic, 

then this VPN service is the best for you. 

IPvanishVPN: This is the world's best and fastest VPN service that allows you to connect up to 

10 devices. 

VyprVPN: Offers protected privacy at the fastest possible speed. 

What to look for in a VPN for Vietnam 

Using the Virtual Private Network (VPN) service for Vietnam, allows you to appear to be in a 

different country which enables you to have access to the sites restricted in that country.  

A VPN for Vietnam must be able to bypass all websites restricted by the government, and you 

can avoid censorship by using this service. You can also suppress contents, internet blocks, and 

website services restricted in this country. 

Bypassing the Vietnamese government restrictions with VPN could be dangerous, because of 

the government repressive nature. 

You could be jailed if you are caught unblocking sites such as Popcorn Time and Put locker 

which has pirated contents.  

Hundreds of VPN services offer badly implemented or outdated encryption with dodgy privacy 

policies that could expose you to the authorities. This is why it is important to use a good VPN 

service to avoid being exposed to the dangers of using a VPN in Vietnam.  

So, what are the features of a good VPN for Vietnam?  

A good VPN for Vietnam must secure your data with minimal connection logs or zero logs, and 

you must avoid using free VPN's in this country.  

If you want to be completely secure, be sure to use a VPN that contains these features: 

 Must maintain a good privacy policy by not keeping IP addresses or other personal data. 

 Strong and secure VPN encryption that must meet the minimum protection standards. 

 Must have a Kill Switch to ensure that no data is leaked, which could inform the Internet 

Service Provider of the sites you accessed, and this may result in a jail term if it is a 

censored website. For this reason, make sure that you activate a Kill Switch before using 

a Vietnam VPN. 



 DNS leak protection – Your ISP could be informed of the restricted website you visited if 

there is a leakage in DNS. This is why it is not advisable to use a leaky VPN in Vietnam as 

they could get you into trouble. 

 The VPN cloaking technology known as the Stealth Mode allows you to hide the use of 

your VPN so that the ISP cannot detect the sites you visited. This is why it is better to 

use a VPN with a Stealth Mode to hide it as HTTPs Traffic. 

Our list of VPN for Vietnam has these features, and you can use them to access blocked social 

media sites which include Facebook, Twitter, and a messenger such as Yahoo Instant 

Messenger, which the government has censored its messages. You can also access, read, and 

write blogs such as Reddit, Yahoo360, and WordPress with these VPN's. 

Here, we have carefully selected the best for use in Vietnam, and they provide the best online 

privacy using military-grade encryption. 

The Best VPN for Vietnam 

The 5 Best VPNs for Vietnam include: 

1. NordVPN 

NordVPN is a top VPN for use in Vietnam that uses double encryption to protect sensitive data 

and keep you private and secure always. This means that nobody can access your information 

because data sent and received online travels through an encrypted tunnel with a zero log 

policy.  

The main features of this service that work together to make it the best for Vietnam include: 

DNS leak protection, double encryption, kill switch, and Stealth Mode. With these features, you 

can access the Internet without worrying about your security. 

NordVPN offers about 4700+ servers located in more than 62 countries worldwide. With these 

number of servers, there will be no congestion with other users on the same server, and it 

offers unlimited speed and bandwidth with multiple connections of 6 devices simultaneously. 

Vietnam users enjoy a fast connection because Southeast Asia houses some servers, and they 

are reliable with Customer Care friendly service, as well as a 30-day money-back guarantee.  

Find out why NordVPN is the favorite among its users. 

2. ExpressVPN 

Using this VPN service to access the Internet ensures that your activity cannot be traced or 

tracked because it uses a highly encrypted 256-bit SSL secured connection. The ExpressVPN 

offers excellent features and fast internet speed with a guaranteed 99.9% uptime. 

It also has a wide server network of more than 1700 servers located in 94+ countries across the 

world. Though it has a high subscription, their service is completely justified by excellent 

https://nordvpn.com/special/?utm_medium=affiliate&utm_term&utm_content&utm_campaign=off75&utm_source=aff638


customer service with a no-logs policy, high performance, and quality, with 30-days money-

back guarantee. 

Other features of this VPN include the following: 

 Unlimited bandwidth, data, and server switch. 

 5 tunneling encryption protocols. 

 Simultaneous connection of 3 devices. 

 Free apps for popular devices. 

Surf the Internet securely in Vietnam with a good VPN service provider such as Express VPN. 

Some of its servers are located in Asia and Southeast Asia to take care of its Vietnam users by 

offering them the best internet speed. 

Read the full ExpressVPN Review. 

3. Cyber Ghost VPN 

Cyber Ghost VPN operates with zero logs policy and a double encryption system to offer 

reliable and secure browsing, with a simultaneous connection of up to 5 devices. With more 

than 1300 servers in 55 countries, this VPN provider features DNS and IP leak protection with 

fast connections great for Vietnam users. 

With Cyber Ghost VPN, your Internet browsing is private, secure, and anonymous. It also keeps 

you safe always, with a Kill Switch feature. It is said to be the cheapest with lots of features and 

30-days money-back guarantee. 

Your connection to the Internet is not far away since their servers are in the neighboring 

countries of Vietnam, and they also offer an advanced speed.  

Find out why people are using the Cyber Ghost VPN. 

4. VyprVPN 

This is another VPN service suitable for Vietnam users, offered by an internet data storage 

provider known as Golden Frog. It has unlimited bandwidth with blazing server speeds, and you 

can switch your IP address between its servers at any time.  

With more than 700 servers located in 70+ locations, it ensures online security by using 

encryption protocols for several platforms, routers, and portable devices.  

It has a zero log policy, unlimited data usage, customized protocol which can help you bypass 

the VPN blocking.  

VyprVPN uses strong support to protect your privacy for the best VPN encryption and protocols 

with 256-bit and 160-bit OpenVPN support available. L2TP/IPsec protocol is also offered for 

Windows and Mac apps.  

https://www.expressvpn.com/testimonials
https://www.cyberghostvpn.com/en_US/


Find out why VyprVPN is preferred by its users. 

5. IPVanish VPN 

Subscribers to this service may gain immensely because it provides access to geo-restricted 

channels and websites. IPVanish VPN gives you an opportunity to access the internet securely 

and safely and bypassing all censorships imposed by the government. 

The Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) feature offered by this VPN service provider scrambles VPN 

packets, and turn them to non-encrypted, normal traffic. By so doing, it will be difficult for 

authorities to detect where your traffic is coming from. 

It also has IPV6 leak protection, DNS leak protection, and a Kill Switch which offers zero logs 

policy. You can access more than 1000 VPN servers in over 60 countries with shared IPs of 

about 40,000+.  

With the IPvanish, be rest assured of secured protection by the SHA-256-bit authentication, and 

the 256-bit AES encryption. It works well in Vietnam, and they control their network 

infrastructure fully, to prevent the VPN from being subjected to restrictions ordered by hosting 

providers or Internet Service Providers.  

With its ultra-high-speed servers, multi-platform compatibility, and strong encryption protocols 

and other features, you are sure of no data leaks, with full online protection. Southern Asia is 

the home to some of its servers, and it offers Vietnam users, high internet speed and reliability. 

Read what people are saying about IPVanish. 

Summary 

All the VPN's listed here have servers around the world, and it’s suitable for Vietnam users. 

With a Vietnam IP address, you can use your VPN for Vietnam services, but ensure that you go 

through the summaries to be sure that the one you intend to use has a Kill Switch. Using a VPN 

with no Kill-Switch or a leaky VPN could cause you a jail term, so please be careful.  

If you have any question or concern, don’t hesitate to contact us. Stay safe. 

https://www.goldenfrog.com/vyprvpn/reviews
https://www.ipvanish.com/reviews/

